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INVARIANT MEANS
ON VECTOR VALUED FUNCTIONS I

By T. HUSAIN and JAMES C. S. WONG (1)

1. Introduction.

Invariant means on spaces of vector-valued functions on a semigroup
were first considered by Dixmier in [2, § 3]. Let S be a semigroup, h’ a real
Banach space with continuous dual .E~‘ and let (8, B*) be the Banach

space of all functions f : S - E* such that sup If(8)  oo. A li-
IE S

near mapping M: E*) -+ E. is called a mean if for any f, M( f ) be-

longs to the weak* closure of the convex hull of in This

definition of a mean clearly reduces to the usual one introduced by Day
[1, § 31 when E is the space of real numbers (in which case, we write 
for (S, .E’~). A mean M is left invariant if M (la f ) - M( f ) for any a E 8,

where ta f (8) = f (as). Dixmier has shown in [2] that if m is a
left invariant mean on (S), then m induces a left invariant mean M on

such that M ( f ) x = m ( f ( · ) x) for any x E B. denotes

the functions a --~ f (s) x. (This is only a discrete version of Dixmier’s re-

sults in [2]).
The purpose of this paper is to extend the theory of invariant means

to vector valued functions on a semigroup.- Indeed we shall consider more

general topological vector spaces than Banach spaces. 
’

2. Notations and terminologies.

All spaces and functions considered here will be real unless otherwise
specified. For general terms in topological vector spaces, we follow Robertson

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 31 Agosto 1972.
(i) This research was done while the second author was a National Research Counoil

of Canada Postdoctoral Fellow at McMaster University.
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and Robertson [9]. From now on, .E will always denote a separated locally
convex space with continuous dual .E’~, We shall assume E is quasi barrel-
led (i. e. strongly bounded subsets of j~* are equicontinuous).

By definition, the strong topology ~ (J~~, .E) in E* is determined by the
family of seminorms pd where A is any weakly bounded subset of E and

pA (X*) = sup ( I x. (~) ~: ~ E A). Let Zoo (S, E*) be the linear space (pointwise
operations) of all functions f : S -~ E~ which are fl (E*, E) bounded, that is,
pg ( f (,S)) is a bounded subset of real numbers for each bounded subset A

of E. (Bounded sets in jE7 are the same in any topology of the dual pair
(E, E*‘). See Robertson [9, Theorem 1, p. 67]). For each such A, define a

seminorm qA on by

then becomes a separated locally convex space. Since 1,,,f (S) c f (s),
it is clear that loo (S, E*) is invariant under left translation (la f is defined

as usual by 1,, f (s) = f (as)). Moreover the left translation operator la :
loo (S, E*) -+ loo (8, is continuous since qA (la f) S qA ( f ) for each A.

DEFINITION 2.1: be a linear subspace of Zoo (S, E*). A map
is called a inean on X if

(1) M is linear

(2) for each f E X, M ( f’) belongs to the weak* closure of the convex
hull of in E* (In symbols, M ( f) E w* 

If X is also left invariant (la f E X for any a E S, f E X), then M is cal-

led teft invariante if M ( f ) for any 
As remarked in the introduction, it is easy to see that this definition

agrees with the usual one when ,B is the real number field (and X contains
the constants of course). Naturally, many important properties of the set

of means in the real case are expected to carry over. In the next section,
we shall gather some useful information about the set of means on an ar-

bitrary linear subspace X of loo (S, E*).

3. Elementary properties of the set of means.

Suppose A is a bounded subset of E and r -~: 0. Let BA (r) = (x* E~ :
PÄ (x*) S t.). Clearly BA (r) is convex. We first record here the following
well-known fact.
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LEMMA 3.1. BA (r) is weak* closed in B~.

PROOF: be a net in Bg (r) -+ x~ weak* in .E’~. Then

for any x E A. Hence

LEMMA 3.2. If A c B is bounded and r = q~ ( f ), then

w. CBCO ( f (s) : s E S) c BA (r). Hence if M is a mean on 
for any f E ~’ and any bounded subset A in E.

Consequently any mean M: X- E* on X is continuous when B* has
the strong topology fl (E~, E) and X has the topology determined by the

semi norms qA, A c .E bounded.

PROOF : By definition, r = qg ( f ) Hence E 8) c BA (r)
8

which is weak* closed (Lemma 3.1) and convex. Therefore w* f f (8):
Now if M is a mean on X, 

It follows that for and any bounded sub-

set A of E and this implies that l~ is continuous when B* and X have

the topologies described in the lemma.

DEFINITION 3.3. Consider the product space The product
of the weak* topologies is called the weak* operator topology, with respect
to which the set of all means on X is compact. The proof of this fact pa-
rallels that for the real case and is contained in the next two lemmas.

LEMMA 3.4. Let cS be the set of all linear mappings ~f:JT2013&#x3E;-~* such
that p~ (M ( f )) S q~ ( f ) for and A bounded in E (cS is the closed

unit ball of .~’~ in the real case), then c5 is compact in the weak* operator
topology.

PROOF : For each f E Xi define B ( f ) ix* E B* :~ (x’~) q .1 ( f ) for any
bounded subset A of E) = n (B~ (rA) : A c lfl bounded) with r A = qg ( f ).
Then B ( f ) is weak* closed by Lemma 3.1, and is strongly bounded (by
definition, for each A, ~n~ (B ( f )) s qd ( f )  oo). Since jE7 is quasi-barrelled
(The first place where this assumption comes in), B ( f ) is equicontinuous.
Since B ( f ) is weak. closed, B ( f ) is weak* compact in E* by [9, Corol-

lary 1, p. 62].
Now the product ] is compact in the product (weak*)

topology by Tychonoff theorem. Define a map T : I by
T (l~) ( f ) = D~ ( f ) far any f E X and M E c§. Evidently, T is a bijection onto

9. Annali dclla Scuola Norm. Sup. di Pita.
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its image. Since Ma - M in weak* operator topology in cS iff MQ ( f ) -+ M(.f)
weak* in J~* for any f E X, or equivalently, iff T (Nfa) --~ T (M) in the product
topology of 17 (B ( f ) : f E It follows that T : -2013~ T (cS) is a homeomorphism.
We need only show that T (cS) is closed in the product. Suppose 
and 

a

by It is obvious that M is linear.
Since each MQ E S, Ma ( f ) E B~ (r) with r = q A ( f ) for any f E X, A C E bo-

unded and any a, and since Bg (r) is weak* closed (Lemma 3.1), we have

for any such f and A. In other words, ME cS. It is easy to

see that T (M) = N Consequently T (c5) is closed and hence compact in

II ( B ( f ) : f E ~ ). This completes the proof.

LEMMA 3.5. The set of all means is compact and convex in the weak*
operator topology.

PROOF : Clearly they form a convex set. Let in the weak*

operator topology where M. are means on X. Since Ma is linear on X, so

} which is weak* closed. Hence

Therefore M is also a mean on X. In other

words, the set of means is closed in c5 in weak* operator topology. The

result now follows from the preceeding lemma.

DEFINITION 3.6. be a left invariant linear subspace cf loo (S, E*),
M a mean on X ane Define a mapping ,S-~ .E~‘ by 
==a:M(~/)~6~. is called the left introversion of f by M. Since

(f ) (8)) = PA (~ (ts f )) ( f ) (Use Lemma 3.2), q A 
 oo, for any A e E, bounded. Hence M, (, f ) E 1. (S, B*).

~ is called left introverted if Mt (X) for any mean M on X, in

which case, Mi : is a continuous linear operator in X, when X has
the topology induced by the seminorms q, A e B, bounded. In fact,

for any A and f.
Next, we define the Arens product (or convolution) of two

means M, N on ,K by Obviously, M~ ) N is

linear on X. Moreover, for 

Hence 

s E 8 Therefore is also a mean on X.

Some other properties of left introversion and Arens product are listed
in the folllowing lemma. We shall omit the proof since it is the same as

in the real case. (See Day [1], Namioka [6] and Wong [10]).
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LEMMA 3.7. Let 8 E S and M, N, L be means on X, then

(a) The operators l, and Mi commute

~ is associative)

(d) For fixed N, the map is affine and weak* operator
continuous on the set of means into itself.

REMARK 3.8. Left introverted spaces were first introduced by Day in
[1 ) J and studied by Rao [8] and Mitchel [5].

4. Localisation theorems.

THEOREM 4.1. (Localisation). Let X be a left introverted and left in-

variant linear subspace of Zoo (s, B*), then X has a left invariant mean iff

for each there is a mean Mf (depending on f ) such that M,~ (la f ) =
for any a E 8.

PROOF : The proof, as expected will be adapted from the real case.

(see Granirer and Lau [3, Theorem 1]). However, there is one important
difference between the two situations in that we do not assume that X

contains the constant functions (i. e. functions whose ranges are singletons).
Thus our result is new even in the case when is the real field.

One part (necessity) of the theorem is clear. Conversely, assume that

for each f E X~ there is a mean (depending on f ) which is left invariant on

f. Define K, = (~f: M is a mean on X and f ) = M (f ) for any a E 8).
By assumption, 0. Indeed, .gf is a weak* operator closed subset of

the set of means on X. For if Ma -~ .M in weak* operator topology,

But implies =

Next, we show that the family I has the finite intersection
n-1

property. Let fl,f2,...,f.. E X. If n = 1, this is clear. AssumeinIKf 0

n-1

and take N E f) .gf~ . (which is left introverted) and

n

let Consider the mean We claim that 
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By weak* operator compactness of the set of means on 
Any mean in this intersection is a left invariant mean on X. This comple-
tes the proof.

REMARK. 4.2. Incidentally, we have shown that if X is left intro-

verted, left invariant and has a left invariant mean, then X must contain

the constant functions M ( f ) for any f E X and ME K¡, since ll~1 ( f ) (8) = M( f )
for any e E S and 

(b) This theorem is a generalisation of a result in Granirer and Lau
[3]. Our proof is based on the idea of their work.

The direction of development of our theory is now clear. We have

found a separated locally covex space with weak* operator
topology) in which the set of means on X is compact. By the famous KBEiN-
MILMAN Theorem the set of means on X is the weak* operator closed con-
vex hull of its extreme points. Following the ideas in Granirer and Lau [3],
it is expected that a theorem of similar type as [4, Theorem 1] (which
characterises the existence of a left invariant mean on X in terms of con-

stant functions) could be obtained.
In the case when E is the real field and X = ~oo (S), the extreme

points of the set of means on are precisely the multiplicative means
on (See Phelps [7]) which coincide with the weak* closure in loo (S)*‘
of the evaluation fauctionals ] where ,ua ( f ) = f (c), f E Z (S) (See
Mitchell [5, p. 119]). Thus the set of means on loo (8) is precisely

in (8)* (This can also be proved directly by using
Hahn-Banach Theorem, of course).

However, in the general case, although the evaluation functionals are
also available, it is not known if the extreme points of the set of means

on X could have such a nice identification, nor do we know whether the

me~ns coincide exactly with the weak* operator closed convex hull of the

evaluation functionals. The situation is still more complicated if X is a
proper linear subspace of loo (S, E *), in that unlike the real case, we might
not be able to extend a mean on X to ~oo (~~’, 
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Despite this unpleasant set back, we can turn our attention to the set
ex (X) which is the weak* operator, closed convex hull of (~a : 1 (where
8a is defined as usnal by 6,, ( f ) = f (a), f E X). ~C (~) is again weak* operator
compact. This compactness property of c)( (X) enables us to prove an ana-
logue (as well as a generalisation) of [4, Theorem 1], namely Theorem 4.5

below, which characterises the existence of a left invariant mean in ex (X)
in terms of constant functions. For this purpose, we need the following
« Localisation Theorem » on left invariant means in 9C (X).

THEOREM 4.3 (Localisation) Let X be a left introverted and left inva-

riant linear subspace of ~oo and CJC (X) as above, then there is a

left invariant mean in c)C (X) iff for each there is a mean MJ E CJC (X)
such that = Jf(/) for 

PROOF: As remarked above, CK (X) is weak* operator compact. Hence
we can repeat the arguments in the proof of Theorem 4.1, y considering
means in c)C (~ ) instead of means on X, except we have to show that

~C (~’) is closed under Arens product. To show this, observe that 6a =

= N o la for any mean N and a E S. Hence the map N--~ 8~ is affine

and weak* operator continuous. It follows that the set ( N : N is a mean

and 6, (~) ~e9C(-~)) is weak* operator closed and convex. Since it contains

any bb (notice that = it must also contain ~C (X ). In other words,
ba Q~6~;(~’) for any Again the map is

affine and weak* operator continuous by Lemma 3.7. Hence the set (M : M
is a mean and is weak* operator closed and convex. The

same argument shows that it must contain 9C(-X). That ie, 
for any This completes the proof.

DEFINITION 4.4. Consider lhe product space 1I (E* : s E S) where each

.E~‘ has the weak* topology, the product topology is called the pointwise
weak* topology and is denoted by pw*. For each f E I.. (S, ~E~), define ZR ( f )
as the pw* closed convex hull of (where ra f (a) = f (sa), a E ~S).

Recall that a constant function is a function whose range is a singleton.
For brevity, we make. no distiction between the element x~ E E. and the

constant function on S which is identically equal to x*.
We say that X is right stationary iff for any f E X, ZR ( f ) contains a

constant function. This concept is first introduced by Mitchel in [4] for
scalar valued functions. It is clear that our definitions agrees with that

given in [4].
We now prove
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THEOREM 4.5. Lex X be a left introverted linear subspace of Zoo (S, l9*),
then there is a left invariant mean in 9C (X) iff X is right stationary. In

this case; then 0 E ZR (f ) iff there is a left invariant mean M

in such that H (f x*.

PROOF : The proof is more or less the same as the real case (see Gra.
nirrer and Lau [3]). We present it here for completeness. Notice we do not
assume that X contains the constant functions.

Suppose there is a left invariant mean M in 9C (X), and let

be a net of convex combinations of evaluation functionals

such that weak* operator topology. Take any f E X and con.

aider the net f associated with Clearly

each o E S, we have

which means that fa converges to the constant function M(f ) in pw*
topology. Hence M ( f ) E ZR ( f ).

Conversely, assume that for contains a constant
n«

function. Let x’~ E ZR ( f j and in pw* ~opology with j
no

as above. Consider the means associated with fa , Passing to a
;

subnet if necessary, we oan assume ~2013&#x3E;-j~~9C(~) in weak* operator
topology by compactness of 9C(-Y). Define Kf == a mean in ~C (X)
and We claim tuat Since is

closed under Arens product (see proof of 4,3), Ncv) x (X). Now Ni ( f ) (s) =
1)’). 

Hence is the constant function It follows that 

1,, f ) = (.N (-) N) ( f ). (Recall that Nl and la commute). Therefore N (--) N E Kf .
By Theorem 4.3 Take Z 6 n Then L is a

left invariant mean in ex (X). Consider M = L (7) .~’ E ~C (X). For any a E S,
The

refore AT is a left invariant mean in ~C (.X ). Moreover ~l ( f ) = L (NI ( f ))_
= L (x*) = x~‘~ since E w* OLCO = lx*). This completes the proof.
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5. Connection between the means on vector valued and scalar valued
Functions.

Let X be a left invariant linear subspace of and x E .E.

Denote by f ( · ) x the real-valued It is clear that f ( · ) x
is a function in (S). In general, the family of all such functions need

not be a linear subspace of loo (8) nor does it contain the constants. This

is true when X = loo (S, In fact every function g E Zoo (8) has the form
f ( · ) x 0, x- E EIt, x. (x) = 1 and f (s) = g (8) x*. Nevertheless there

is still a close conneetion between the means in and the means on

(s), as shown in the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. Let m be a meam on and define by
Then M is a mean in 9C(~). Moreover, M

is left invariant on f (i. e. === if(/) for any a E S) iff m is left inva-

riant on/(’).? for any X E E.
Conversely, any mean M is is of this form.

PROOF : The first part of the theorem is essentially due to Dixmier

([2, § 3], where L~ is assumed to be a Banach space).
In general, let m be a mean on (S). It is obvious that M ( f ) x =

m(f(.)) is linear in we have 
Now the set is strongly

bounded, hence equicontinuous (since .E is quasi barrelled). Therefore by [9,
Proposition 3 p. 48] I is a continuous semi-norm on E.

s

Since f ( f ) is dominated by p (x), M ( f ) is continuous. Hence 

It is also obvious that M(f) is linear in f. Thus M : -F* is well-defined,

and linear. To show that M is a mean in 9C (X), let &#x3E;

net of convex combinations of evaluation functionals on (here =

= f (a), f E h (s )) such that in weak* topology of I.. (S)*. Define
na

~a 8aa . Then it is easy to see that Ma -+ M in weak* operator

topology. Hence Also, since (l, f ( · )) x = t8 ( f ( · ) x), it is clear

that M is left invariant on f iff m is left invariant on f ( · ) x for any S E B.

Conversely, let M E  (X) and let j x be a net such that
i

Ma --~ .~ in weak* operator topology. Define then con-
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verges weak* to some mean m in (S)* (passing to a subnet if necessary).
Evidently M ( f ) x = m ( f ( · ) x), f E .~, x E E. This completes the proof.

REMARK 5.2. a) The above theorem says nothing about the uniqueness
of the mean ~» which « represents &#x3E;&#x3E; the mean M in ~)C (X). In general it

is of course not unique since if m and n are means of Zoo (S ) which agree
on functions of ths form f ( · ) x with f E X and r E E they « induces the
same mean in ex (X ).

(b~ Because of the preceeding theorem, we can also prove (the more

difficult) part of Theorem 4.5 for the case namely
that if (S, E-) is right stationary, then there is a left invariant mean in
FK (S, .~~‘)). Moreover x. E Z.R ( f ) implies there is a left invariant mean M
in  E*)) such that M( f ) = x. by appealing to [4, Theorem 1] (real
case of Theorem 4.5). The argument proceeds like this. By assumption, for

each f E B *), there is a net , of convex combinations

of right translates of f such that f. coverges in pw. topology to some con-

stant function x*. Then for E E,
i

pointwise

on S. Since the functions of the form f ( . ) x with 1 E loo (S, E -), x E jE7 fill

out the whole of 1.. (8), this means tbat I.. (S) (= m (S) in the notation of

[4]) is right stationary. By [4, Theorem 1], loo (S ) has a left invariant mean
m. If M is the mean in c)( (8, E*)) induced by 1n (as in Theorem 5. 1),
then M is a left invariant mean in Also if then

(with notations as above pointwise on S. By [4

Theorem 1] again, there is a left invariant mean n on such that

(/(’))==(’)’ Since the net fa depends only on f and not on x, one can
assume n to be independent of x(2). Now let N be the left invariant mean

(2) One has to trace the proof of [4, Theorem 1] given in Granirer and Lau [3].
According to their proof (traslated into the present situation), the required mean n is

given by n = p (T) v where p is any left invariant mean on Zoo (8) and v is a cluster
"" 

"a
point of the net va =. E A M a (Pa (f ) =.f (a), / 6 Zoo finite means associated with

%=l ai

the net of convex combinations of right translates
1

of the function f (.) x.

The important thing is to observe that the net va is Independent of x. To ,give the
complete detail would amount to proving our Localisation Theorem (Theorem 4.1 or 4.3)
again.
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in C)( induced by n, then for any

x E E. Hence N ( f ) - x*.
Othe results on invariant means, especially those for locally compact

groups, can be extended to vector valued functions. They will be discussed
in a forth coming paper by the same authors.

Mc Master University
Hamilton, Ont. Canada.

Calgary University
Calgary, Canada
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